We fabricated x-ray mirrors for hard x-ray (տ10 keV) telescopes using multilayer coatings and an improved epoxy-replicated aluminum foil (ERAF) nonvacuum technology. The ERAF optics have ϳ1 arcmin axial figure half-power diameter (HPD) and passed environmental testing. Reflectivity measurements at 8 keV on ERAFs with and without multilayer coatings show a 4.4 to 4.8 Å root mean square (rms) microroughness for correlation lengths р15 m. To reduce the dominant contribution of mirror assembly and large-scale distortion in the overall telescope HPD, we designed a figure metrology system and a new mounting technique. We describe a cylindrical metrology system built for fast axial and roundness figure measurement of hard x-ray conical optics. These developments lower cost and improve the optics performance of the HEFT (high-energy focusing telescope) and Constellation-X missions. 
Introduction
Current developments on x-ray telescopes are aimed at increasing collecting area and high-energy response. Driven by these requirements, the Constellation-X mission plan seeks extremely light, thin x-ray optics to be carried into space on four satellites. 1, 2 Our ongoing x-ray telescope project, a balloon payload named HEFT, is designed to increase high-energy response by using lightweight, thin optics coated with reflection-enhancing multilayer coatings. [3] [4] [5] The optic substrates were originally baselined as epoxy-replicated foils ͑ERAF͒. The purpose of the investigation reported here was to develop a fabrication method for these ERAFs in a simpler, more cost effective way than similar optics used for the ASCA mission and Astro-E. We wanted to explore the physics and engineering issues regarding the ultimate performance of the ERAF substrates. Also, to improve the figure half-power diameter ͑HPD͒ of our hard x-ray mirror technologies, we built a figure metrology system that we used as a testing and selection tool.
The HEFT optics consist of 14 optics modules, each of which reflects incoming x-rays twice ͑Fig. 1͒. Each module consists of concentrically stacked conical mirror shells. The HEFT modules have 80 to 240 mm radii and 200 mm lengths, with a 10-to 100-keV bandpass that depends on the reflective coatings. Conical approximation mirrors were initially developed to detect Fe line features at ϳ7 keV, by achieving ϳ100 cm 2 collecting areas at reasonable cost for a space telescope. 6 The geometrical HPD limit of current conical designs is HPD ϳ12 to 35 arcsec ͓Eq. ͑3͒-all HPD values given in this paper include the two reflections in a Wolter-I or conical telescope͔, but ERAF fabrication technology is well above this limit ͑ϳ1.9 arcmin including mounting and assembly effects͒. [7] [8] [9] Soft x-ray telescopes like Chandra, XMM, and Astro-E have a sharp drop in effective area at ϳ10 keV because metallic coatings have critical angles ϰE Ϫ1 , where E is the photon energy. Recently, multilayer coating technology has dramatically enhanced 5, 10 reflectivity above the critical angle for E up to 170 keV. Multilayer coatings consist of layers with alternating index of refraction working coherently to enhance reflectivity. 11, 12 Graded depth multilayers provide HEFT's broadband response. 13, 14 The Constellation-X mission has two telescope designs. The soft x-ray telescope ͑SXT͒ has large, 1300-mm-diamϫ500-mm-length modules operating at 0.25 to 10 keV, with a baseline HPD requirement of 15 arcsec. 1 The hard x-ray telescope ͑HXT͒ has smaller, 400-mm-diamϫ250-to 400-mm length modules, with an HPD requirement 2 of 1 arcmin. The baseline substrates are yet to be determined.
We developed the technology for hard x-ray telescopes, like HEFT and HXT, with the goal of producing optics modules with ϳ100 cm 2 effective area and Ͻ1 arcmin HPD. Electroformed nickel, 15 ERAFs ͑Refs. 16-18͒, and thermally formed glass 3, 4 are among the candidate mirror substrates for future missions such as Constellation-X. Here we show new developments on ERAF fabrication ͑Secs. 3 and 4͒, testing ͑Sec. 5͒, and assembly ͑Sec. 7͒ that enable the transition to the higher numbers of shells ͑ϳ1 mm Ϫ1 ͒ required for the next-generation HXTs ͑Sec. 2͒. We also detail the development and calibration of a special-purpose figure metrology facility that measured large numbers of cylindrical optics with the dimensions and tolerances of Constellation-X HXT and HEFT ͑Sec. 6͒. The result is cheaper optics with higher reflectivity and higher resolution for hard x-rays.
3,4,19-21

Performance Requirements for Hard X-Ray Optics Substrates
We discuss the substrate requirements of the HEFT telescope design. 3, 4, 22 The substrate must maintain its surface figure and microroughness during multilayer deposition and for the duration of the mission. It should have a high strength-to-weight ratio. It must be practical to massproduce.
Changes in substrate temperature during multilayer deposition induce stress. 16 Deformation and chemical reactivity must be minimized by the substrate choice.
Surface features of different correlation lengths ͑z͒ are defined as: ''figure'' if zտ1 mm, ''midfrequency errors'' if 10 mՇzՇ1 mm, and ''microroughness'' if zՇ10 m. The figure errors increase the HPD due to geometrical optics ͑Table 1͒. Microroughness errors diffract x-rays, producing large-angle scattering that decreases reflectivity. The transition lengthscale between diffractive and geometrical effects is for our purposes in the midfrequency range, but that depends on the wavelength, grazing angle and surface errors. Midfrequency errors could contribute significantly to the HPD in our case.
We calculated the figure and midfrequency tolerances for HEFT. Uncorrelated figure error descriptors include axial figure, roundness in-phase, roundness out-of-phase, taper, tilt, etc. [22] [23] [24] [25] These error descriptors are ''orthogonal'' or uncorrelated from each other, so they can be added in quadrature ͑Table 1͒. By definition, we constrain 50% of the total module surface to have a shell radius ͑r͒ within Ϯ⌬r and a surface normal (n ) within Ϯ⌬n z of the ideal normal in the axial direction. To calculate the imaging HPD contribution from a given surface error, one can find ⌬r and ⌬n z from a distribution of measurements of r and n at different positions along the optic. Note roundness out-ofphase, axial figure errors and taper will dominate.
We estimated the substrate microroughness requirements for HEFT. The specular intensity I specular is 26, 27 
͑1͒
where I 0 is the incident intensity, is the root mean square ͑rms͒ microroughness, ␣ is the grazing angle, is the x-ray wavelength, and R F (␣) is the Fresnel reflectivity. The scattered intensity is I 0 ϪI specular . The exponential factor in Eq. ͑1͒ stems from a scalar diffraction theory calculation assuming (4 sin(␣)/) 2 Ӷ1. The rms roughness is averaged over correlation lengths zՇ/␣⌬␣, where ⌬␣ is the width of the detector. 27 To achieve I specular ϳ0.7I 0 at 40 keV and ␣ϭ10 arcmin, for a 1 arcmin HPD, we require Շ5 Å within zՇ37 m.
If the number of shells N is large, a good approximation for the on-axis effective area for conical hard x-ray telescopes for a photon energy E is Fig. 1 Cross section of an x-ray telescope: conical approximation to Wolter I geometry. X-rays from a celestial source reflect twice and come into focus. HEFT consists of 72 concentrically nested shells. If LӶf and ␣ i Ӷ1, then r i Ӎ4f␣ i . 
where ⑀(E) is the quantum efficiency of the focal plane detector, T(E) is the atmospheric transmission coefficient ͑for balloon missions͒, f is the focal length, t is the substrate thickness, L is the shell length, s is the additional spacing between shells ͑which can be used to modify A eff off-axis /A eff on-axis ), r in and r out are the inner and outer shell radii and R(r,E) the specular multilayer reflectivity on each shell. One can let t and s vary with r. Any decrease in greatly increases A eff (E), especially for HEFT if E տ40 keV. HEFT has ϳ10,000 shell segments comprising 3 ϳ300 cm 2 of effective area at 40 keV. Hence, HEFT requires the mass production of substrates due to practical limits in focal length. Low cost and ease of fabrication are a priority.
We also found an analytical expression for the on-axis conical blur ͑Table 2͒:
Our ray-tracing results agreed to ϳ5% with this equation.
Principles of ERAF Fabrication
Introduction
We describe a simplified ERAF fabrication process and investigate some of the limitations of the technology when applied to x-ray optics. An ERAF substrate is a sandwich of a rolled aluminum thin sheet, an epoxy layer and a sputtered gold coating. 8, 17, 18 As with lacquer-coated aluminum foils, 28 the purpose of the additional soft coating ͑which can be lacquer or epoxy͒ is to cover the machine marks produced during the forming of the aluminum as well as improve the rms microroughness of the plain sheet. The elimination of machine marks reduces the HPD of the x-rays reflected at grazing incidence due to midfrequency errors, while the smaller also increases x-ray reflectivity. ERAFs have less midfrequency surface errors than lacquer coated aluminum foils 21 and promise imaging with HPDр1 arcmin. To date only a 1.9 arcmin HPD optic has been fabricated using traditional ERAF production and assembly. 7 We give a synopsis of the manufacturing procedure. 8, 17, 18 We rolled aluminum sheets into the appropriate curvature to form a shell segment using the SO-DART foil setup. 29 We sputtered a 2000-Å thick layer of gold onto the outer diameter of a Duran© glass cylinder ͑the master͒. After depositing fresh epoxy onto the coated cylinder, we placed the aluminum foil on the epoxycovered cylinder and pressed until the epoxy had cured ͑Fig. 2͒. After curing, we detached the foil from the cylin- 
Note L is the shell length; f is the focal length; r e is the radius at end of shell; r f is the radius at front of shell; r e and r f are the azimuthally averaged shell radii; r g is the globally averaged shell radius; r z is the axially averaged radius; r eo , r fo , and r go are the nominal radii; r in and r out are the inner and outer shell radii in the module; is the azimuthal angle (around optical axis); ⌬n and ⌬r are slope and radius error parameters; ⑀ tilt is the angular tilt between front and rear mirror modules. The HPD values shown are for comparison only and do not reflect the HEFT error budget. We use the HEFT geometrical parameters. Most figure errors here are upper bounds derived using analytical ray tracing. We assume the shell errors from front and aft modules are uncorrelated whenever a & factor is present.
der mechanically. The foil took with it the epoxy and the gold because the glass/gold adhesion was weaker than the gold/epoxy/foil adhesion. Traditionally, ERAFs have been replicated under a vacuum. 7, 19 We fabricated the ERAFs in a much more economical, atmospheric pressure environment. Our ERAFs had similar RMS microroughness as their vacuum-produced predecessors while maintaining an excellent optical finish. After consideration of the physical constraints for the ERAFs ͑Secs. 3.2 and 3.3͒, we outline our experimental results ͑Secs. 3.4 and 4͒.
Bimaterial Bending and Epoxy Shrinkage
We estimated the ultimate figure performance of ERAFs. Epoxy shrinkage and the thermal expansion mismatch between the aluminum and the epoxy introduce deformations during fabrication, which we calculated by using the stressstrain relation. 30 To roughly estimate the bimaterial bending on a curved ERAF, we approximated the curved ERAF as a long beam with a quarter-circular cross section. For an epoxy-coated simple beam of length L and width b, the curvature induced by bending is
where
where t s is the substrate thickness, t f is the epoxy film thickness, E s and E f are the elasticity moduli, I s and I f are the moments of inertia, ␣ s and ␣ f are the linear thermal expansion coefficients, T 0 is the curing temperature, T is the final temperature, and f is the linear epoxy shrinkage fraction during cure. We used the thin film regime t f Ӷt s and estimated the angular distortion with ӍL/4. The moment of inertia of a quarter-circular beam cross section of radius R is
where t is the relevant thickness, and ␣ϭ/4 for a quadrant. We assumed the neutral axis is the center of gravity of the piece. To approximate the ERAF bending, we added to Eq. ͑4͒ a factor of (1Ϫ), where is the substrate's Poisson ratio. 30 Our epoxy had a volume shrinkage р1%. With a 40-m-thick epoxy, Rϭ40 mm, and a 400͑150͒-mthick Al substrate, f р(0.01)/3 gave ϳ0.2(1.4) arcsec ͑the factor of 3 in f converts volume to linear shrinkage͒. A TϪT 0 ϭ10°C also gave ϳ0.2(1.4) arcsec. Quadrants with rϾ40 mm will bend more, but the long beam approximation breaks down since rϳL. From these estimates, bimaterial bending in the smaller radii mirrors in HEFT or the Constellation-X HXT is not a problem.
To test the regime where a segmented ERAF has Rӷb and the number of segments per shell is large, we calculated the bimaterial bending for a flat ERAF. One can use Stoney's equation 30 or replace the moment of inertia in Eq. ͑5͒ with
for a rectangular cross section in which we let bϭ(R)/2 for comparison with Eq. ͑7͒. For a thin film, we found t/(AϪ t 2 )Ӎ6E f t f /E s t s 2 in Eq. ͑4͒. This new value of A in Eq. ͑4͒ using I rect resulted in a I quad /I rect ϳ10 3 weakening of flats compared to curved quadrants with the same dimensions for Rϭ40 mm and Lϭ200 mm. Thus, the bimaterial bending angle goes from ϳ0.2͑1.4͒ arcsec for a 400͑150͒-m-thick quadrant to ϳ4͑28͒ arcmin for a flat. Thus, a moderate strengthening factor would suffice for HEFT or Constellation-X HXT requirements if the thickness is 400 m, but bending could be a problem for thicknesses ϳ150 m. For Constellation-X SXT parameters, the bending is ϳ6 arcsec for a 100-m foil quadrant 300 mm long in the best case (rϭ40 mm). Note bimaterial bending increases rapidly (ϰ1/t s 2 ) as t s decreases. ERAFs with large radiusto-length ratios have bimaterial bending angles between the flat and the curved beam cases. Thus, assuming volume epoxy shrinkage values are ϳ1%, for Constellation SXT ͑as well as the larger and thinner mirrors in the HXT͒ the ERAF bimaterial bending is important and finite element calculations must be done.
Control of Epoxy Thickness
The epoxy film thickness after curing t f can be estimated using a 1-D, radial hydrodynamic calculation and is given by 31 
Fig. 2
Segmented cylindrical ERAF fabrication setup. We replicated a 2000-Å Au coating from a cylindrical glass mandrel onto an Al foil via a ϳ35-m epoxy layer. An airbag applied uniform pressure to the Al foil and epoxy. An Al slab, free to move down on four guiding posts, pressed the airbag and set the epoxy flow. The replication process required a relative humidity of Ͻ5% at 25°C.
where t f o is the initial epoxy thickness, is the curing time, P is the pressure applied on the substrate, is the Newtonian epoxy viscosity before curing, and R is the size of substrate. This equation also holds if (t)ϭ 0 e t/ , as we found by trying the solution on the 1-D hydrodynamic equation. The applicability of Eq. ͑9͒ was limited by the strong temperature dependence of / ͑Sec. 3.4͒. For t f ӶR, the epoxy effectively flows between two flat surfaces and Eq. ͑9͒ holds. We assumed the applied pressure dominated the flow, so we neglected gravity.
Epoxy Properties
We measured and , both needed in Eq. ͑9͒. Our twocomponent clear epoxy contained Shell Epon 828 resin and Shell Epi-cure curing agent 3234. We called this the thick, or unmodified epoxy. We added the Heloxy 68 modifier if a lower was desired 32 ͑Table 3͒. We measured by using Stoke's equation for the viscous drag force on a solid sphere at low Reynolds numbers (Rϭ fluid va/Ӷ1):
and using Fϭm(dv/dt), adding weight and buoyancy forces:
where a is the sphere's radius, is the epoxy viscosity, v is the sphere's terminal velocity, fluid and sphere are the densities, and g the gravitational acceleration.
Our measurement technique consisted of dropping a 250-m-diam steel ball into a container filled with epoxy. A water bath stabilized the container temperature. We measured v in Eq. ͑12͒. The ball must be far from the container walls to avoid gross departure from the infinite fluid boundary conditions assumed by Eqs. ͑10͒ and ͑12͒. We applied small empirical corrections due to the finite size of the container. 33 We found for the unmodified epoxy ϭ1400
Ϯ30 cP at 28Ϯ1°C, and ϭ3700Ϯ70 cP at 25Ϯ1°C ͑in-cluding random errors only͒. This was consistent 32 with Table 3 .
Our setup was able to measure any viscosity greater than տ50 cPϭ5ϫ10 Ϫ1 Pa•s, including at least four decades.
Measuring for glycerin as a function of temperature, we verified Eq. ͑12͒ for 22 cPϽϽ290 cP but were unable to obtain an absolute calibration due to the high sensitivity of on chemical purity. [34] [35] [36] For the unmodified epoxy, with the measured value of /ϭ0.78Ϫ1.4 cP/s we expected a pressure Pϳ100 Pa would produce a layer of thickness t f ϭ35-47 m.
ERAF Fabrication: Experimental Development
We performed three stages of replication experiments: curing epoxy between glass sheets, making flat ERAFs, and making segmented cylindrical shell ERAFs. We started with flats to optimize the optical finish of the pieces because they are simpler to fabricate.
Epoxy Thickness and Quality Control
To evaluate the thickness uniformity, thickness reproducibility, and optical homogeneity of the epoxy, we made epoxy layers with t f ϳ30 to 60 m between two 500-mthick, 60-ϫ60-mm pieces of flat Schott glass of type AF45. We called this an epoxy monitor. Curing and mixing was done at room temperature. We observed the epoxy layer through a 40ϫ microscope. With a micrometer, we measured t f at four of its corners. We verified Eq. ͑9͒. Two samples of epoxy plus modifier cured under the natural weight of the glass had t f ϭ56 Ϯ43 m and t f ϭ64Ϯ23 m. Two samples with the above epoxy plus 50% toluene by volume had t f ϭ32Ϯ9 m and t f ϭ38Ϯ14 m. Given the 2-h curing time ͑͒, using Eq. ͑9͒ we obtained ϭ145 Ϫ78 ϩ109 cP for the epoxyϩmodifier ͑consistent with the nominal 180 cP͒ and ϭ44 Ϫ18 ϩ23 cP for the epoxyϩmodifierϩtoluene. Two epoxy monitors made with unmodified epoxy, one with a 50-g load and another with a 100-g load, had t f ϭ54Ϯ12 and 61Ϯ9 m, which correspond to ϭ2365Ϯ646 cP with ϭ2 hours, consistent with the manufacturer's value of 2200 cP at 20°C.
The purity of the epoxy layer was sensitive to handling, temperature, and degassing. Exposure of the curing agent to air and humidity contaminated the epoxy mix. Since the curing reaction is exothermic, one requires efficient radiative cooling of the epoxy through a large surface area. We observed up to ϳ6°C increases in the temperature, which increased / and t f by ϳ20 m. Bubbles of Շ100 m in the cured epoxy were reduced by degassing for 15 to 35 min down to Pϭ60-150 mtorr. We obtained the best optical homogeneity with the thick, unmodified epoxy. Keeping the curing agent well sealed during storage, degassing the epoxy and monitoring its temperature produced a pure epoxy layer with a reproducible viscosity and thickness.
Flat ERAF Fabrication
Flats can be easily made in small sizes and uniform pressure can be readily applied on the fluid epoxy. Also, effects due to the epoxy flow on a curved surface or problems due to a mismatch between the foil and master radii of curvature do not arise. We produced several dozen flat ERAFs with 400Ϯ2-m-thick Al SODART ͑Ref. 37͒ substrates and 6.3-mm-thick, 70-ϫ70-mm Borofloat © flat glass coated with 2000 Å of Au and no adhesion layer. We put a droplet of epoxy on the Au-coated glass and then placed the Al foil on top. Using four guideposts, a dead weight pressed on the epoxy until curing. We obtained the ERAF after mechanical separation. Each ERAF batch included at least two epoxy monitors.
We experimented with epoxy mixtures and decided to use an unmodified epoxy. ERAFs with unmodified epoxy had better optical quality than those with modified epoxy. Bubbles of ϳ100 m in the modified epoxy contrasted with the 20-m bubbles in the unmodified epoxy monitors. These bubble defects induced hemispherical protrusions on the surface of the Au layer. The unmodified epoxy ERAFs were pressed with a 400 gr mass and 13 gr for the modified epoxy ͓Eq. ͑9͔͒. We measured t f ϩt s for each ERAF at four corners for ϳ18 samples. We measured uniformity ͑the standard deviation of t f ϩt s within each ERAF͒ and repeatability ͑ of the average thicknesses of several ERAFs, Table 4͒ .
We experimented with cleaning methods for the float glass master prior to Au deposition. The best surfaces were cleaned at the coater and with the rinsed Liquinox © soap. The Al foils were degreased with a detergent. All samples were air-dried.
The ERAF batches produced under regular atmospheric conditions always showed hemispherical protrusions due to water condensations. Many protrusions grouped on a circle the size of the epoxy droplet. We reduced these protrusions by matching the epoxy and room temperature to 2°C. The best optical quality was obtained by keeping the relative humidity ͑RH͒ under 5% in an isolated N 2 atmosphere, which resulted in no observed protrusions on the ERAF.
To control the humidity, we replicated the ERAFs in a dry glove box with a positive internal N 2 pressure of 5 to 10 psi and monitored the RH using two hygrometers. We avoided any water-absorbing materials. To dehumidify the box, we flushed with a 5 to 20 SCFH ͑standard cubic feet per hour͒ flow of N 2 and raised the temperature to ϳ40°C for 1 to 2 h. We maintained 5 SCFH of N 2 in the box until the epoxy hardened and then relied on a desiccant. We flushed the epoxy with N 2 after degassing and put it into the dry glove box through a transfer chamber, which we also flushed with N 2 .
A small amount of toluene in the unmodified epoxy, applying epoxy with a syringe and room temperature cure produced the best optical quality ERAFs. We produced 10 to 20 flat ERAFs under optimal conditions. Surface defects covered Ӷ0.1% of the ERAF surface. t f ϭ40Ϯ9 m uniformity. Adding ϳ2 to 6% of toluene by volume to the epoxy mix before degassing showed excellent results. The toluene evaporated during degassing, regulating the epoxy temperature. Performing a full cure at 20°C in 7 days instead of 2 h at 120°C lowers the working temperature of the epoxy from 90°C to ϳ60 or 80°C ͑Ref. 32͒ ͑which might affect multilayer performance, see Sec. 5.2͒.
We showed how to produce an excellent optical quality ERAF flat at atmospheric pressure by controlling conditions such as: epoxy type, epoxy contamination, atmospheric water vapor, epoxy mixing ratios, cleaning of master before sputtering, curing temperature, degassing of epoxy and epoxy application method.
Segmented Cylindrical ERAF Fabrication
We modified the techniques of the previous section to produce segmented cylindrical ERAFs. The basic difference between flat and curved ERAF fabrication was the way pressure was applied to the Al foil and epoxy ͑Fig. 2͒. We chose the thicker epoxy not only because of the better optical quality of the ERAFs made with it, but also because the higher pressure required to make a t f ϳ40 m could be controlled more easily. We applied a uniform pressure onto the Al quadrant using a polyvinyl airbag with a low water vapor diffusivity. The airbag was pushed by a 6.3-kg Al slab guided by four posts.
To produce the cylindrical shell ERAFs, we used the aforementioned Au-coated cylindrical masters and SODART-type Al foil quadrants. 29 All our ERAFs were replicated inside the dry glove box.
The optical finish of the curved ERAFs is identical to the best flat ERAFs, with t f ϭ50 m and a 21-m thickness uniformity and 2-m repeatability. To investigate the cause of any epoxy thickness nonuniformities, t f was measured in 18 different points with a spherical tip micrometer. The lengthscale of these features is measured in Sec. 6.6, and it is likely dominating the figure. We observed no correlation of the epoxy thickness with azimuthal angle along the piece, as one would expect if gravity dominated the epoxy flow. Thus, we concluded that the unguided positioning and settling of the Al foil on the epoxy caused the thickness nonuniformity. The ERAFs were replicated at 22.2°C, ϳ5% RH, and we produced two other curved ERAFs, which were tested as described in Sec. 5. All ERAFs had dimensions representative of a HEFT shell quadrant ͑200 mm length and 60 mm radius͒.
ERAF Testing and Multilayer Deposition
Purposes
We measured the ERAF axial figure to estimate the HEFT telescope HPD ͑Sec. 6.6͒; and the x-ray reflectivity of an ERAF with multilayer coatings, relevant to the effective area ͓Eq. ͑2͔͒. Environmental tests on the ERAFs assured the surface finish stability in space and in the deposition chamber.
Environmental Testing
We subjected several ERAFs to vacuum cycling, i.e., vacuum for an hour, then atmospheric pressure. Before the vacuum cycle, we inspected the ERAF sample with a 60ϫ microscope and recorded the imperfections present in its Au surface. We observed no change in the optical finish. We heated the ERAF to 121°C for 2 h. The optical quality was slightly degraded. Small defects, ϳ10 m in size, covered Ͻ 0.1% of the surface. Cooling to Ϫ100°C did not change the optical quality of the ERAF.
The multilayer deposition process on the ERAF subjected it to a significant amount of heating which was not quantified ͑Sec. 5.4͒. The ERAF rms microroughness was only 0.4 Å higher after deposition. The environmental effects on rms microroughness, midfrequency errors and figure were not systematically studied otherwise. Such studies would be highly desirable in the future to further verify the ERAF stability.
X-Ray Reflectivity Measurements
We measured the specular reflectivity versus grazing angle at 8 keV at the Danish Space Research Institute. The setup consists of a rotating-anode Cu K␣ x-ray source with a double-axis diffractometer. 38 Using the scalar diffraction model result 26 from Eq. ͑1͒ and the Fresnel equations, we found an RMS microroughness of 4.4 Å for correlation lengths zр15 m ͑Fig. 3͒.
Multilayer Deposition
We coated an ERAF with a constant spacing multilayer coating, consisting of 10 layer pairs of W/Si with a 185-Å spacing. We also coated a Si wafer on the same run to act as a witness sample, since interfacial roughness is also a function of sputtering conditions. We used a planar magnetron sputtering target. 5 From specular reflectivity measurements at the Cu K␣ energy ͑8.048 keV͒ we found 5 an rms microroughness of ϭ4.8 Å for the ERAF ͑Fig. 4͒ and ϭ3.8 Å for the Si wafer, while Ti K␣ (4.511 keV) measurements on the same Au-coated ERAF showed ϭ4 Å. All the values are averaged on correlation lengths z Շ15 m. As in Sec. 5.3, we used the scalar diffraction result in Eq. ͑1͒ to find the best-fit . This multilayer coating run used thick layers, which maximize the heating on the substrate and thus represent the worse-case scenario for a broadband design.
We also deposited a W/Si graded depth multilayer with 200 layer-pairs on an ERAF, a thermally formed glass sample and a Si wafer witness. Specular reflectivity scans at the Cu K␣ energy showed that the glass and Si wafer had 3.5-Å rms microroughness versus 4.5 Å for the ERAF. Therefore, the ERAF consistently showed an rms microroughness only 1 Å above a Si wafer, showing it is a good substrate for multilayer deposition. . We find a best-fit rms microroughness of 4.8 Å, 1.0 Å above a Si wafer witness sample. We thus prove that at maximum deposition heating of the ERAF, the roughness is good for hard x-ray applications.
Figure Measurement
Currently the telescope HPD of thin-foil telescopes like ASCA and Astro-E is dominated by large-scale figure. For the HEFT and Constellation-X HXT optics, we built a dedicated figure measurement system to characterize and select individual optic shells before coating and assembly. In this section, we detail the capabilities, design, calibration, alignment, and measurements of our figure measurement system. A larger sample of measurements is presented elsewhere. 4 
Capabilities of the Laser Scanning Apparatus
Our laser scanning apparatus 22 has measured the axial surface normal of flat or concave-cylindrical surfaces within 1-to 300-mm correlation lengths with a 1-angular accuracy of 1.6 arcsec for a reflective surface and of ϳ3 arcsec for an uncoated glass surface. It has also measured the roundness of the surface to Շ5 m. The apparatus computed the HPD contribution from axial figure and roundness errors for a conical approximation x-ray telescope using the unmounted mirror scan data ͑Table 2, Refs. 3, 4 and 23-25͒. We computed HPD axial by subtracting large-scale features-such as simple bows-that will be corrected during mounting. 4 Axial scans at multiple azimuthal positions have been automatically performed after a single alignment procedure, as well as 90-deg azimuthal scans. The apparatus has tested optics for conical telescopes with HPDտ9 to 17 arcsec ͑Fig. 5͒.
Design
The apparatus reflects a 632.8-nm laser beam off the substrate at normal incidence and detects the reflected ray using a two-dimensional position sensitive detector ͑PSD͒. A translation ͑z͒ and a rotation ͑͒ stage provide the cylindrical degrees of freedom ͑DOF͒ to record the reflected ray as a function of position along the piece. With proper alignment of the apparatus and the sample, deflections in the reflected ray correspond to changes in the surface normal ⌬n(z,)ϭn (z,)Ϫn 0 () of the sample, where n 0 () is the ideal normal and n (z,) is the actual normal. Thus, measured changes in the PSD x and z positions ␦x(z,) and ␦z(z,) are proportional to perturbations in the surface normal vector ʈ2⌬n(z,)ʈ. Aside from this simple design, a cylindrical lens recollimates the reflected beam, and a low pass glass filter blocks stray light.
The assembly as a whole rotates instead of the sample so heavier pieces can be measured without major modifications.
Internal Calibration
The internal calibrations quantified stage motion and optical element systematics without use of a reference optic. We calibrated the 2-D PSD and color filter. We measured the time-dependent angular stability of the 10-mW 632.8-nm He-Ne laser beam, along with the PSD noise level. We measured the accuracy of the linear stage. We quantified the effect of a transparent optic sample in the figure measurement.
The PSD/stray-light-filter system was limited only by electronic noise once a precision stage was used to correct for nonlinearities. Two series of successive parallel scans in both orthogonal directions produced two correction matrices that allowed the PSD to position the beam to (x,y) ϭ6 m, equivalent to ϭ2 arcsec throughout the whole PSD area. Instead of using a laser line filter to block stray light, we chose a low-bandpass color filter since we found submillimeter-wide imperfections in the laser line filter that increased (x,y) to (x,y) ϳ20 m. The line filter imperfections were likely due to spatial nonuniformities in its multilayer coating. The additional stray light was 5 to 10% of the laser intensity, but it did not affect the measurements unless the stray light intensity changed drastically during the scan.
The stability of the ͑warmed-up͒ laser beam together with the PSD electronic noise contributed a position error of ϭ4 m, or ϭ1.4 arcsec by averaging 100 readings. The PSD position and intensity outputs were monitored at 6 kHz, or 2 kHz/channel.
We found a modulation in the linear stage velocity by monitoring the laser position off the beamsplitter with the PSD placed outside the assembly. The spatial amplitude of the modulation was 20 m for a 50 mm/min feedrate, and it increased roughly linearly with feedrate. Since the modulation amplitude was smaller than the 1-mm spot size, it did not change the position accuracy. Scans on test flats By measuring the position of a laser beam reflected on a sample as a function of height and azimuthal angle, we calculated the HPD of an x-ray telescope built out of pieces with the sample's tolerances. We measured ⌬n z to 1.6 arcsec in the axial direction as well as roundness errors of 4 m. Cylindrical optics with radii Ͼ35 mm and length Ͻ300 mm can be characterized. The automated device is driven by a GUI alignment/scan/analysis software tool so that multiple scans can be programmed and analyzed after a single alignment. The entire process takes ϳ15 min/piece, providing a mass-production metrology capability needed for the HEFT and Constellation-X hard x-ray optics: BS, beamsplitter; x and y , rotation degrees of freedom of optic; ⌬x and ⌬y, translation degrees of freedom.
showed no modulation on the laser probe vector ͑Sec. 6.5͒.
For transparent samples ͑glass͒, it was necessary to suppress the back reflections to scan the front surface. By adhering an absorptive black coating that matched the index of refraction of the sample n to ⌬nϭ0.03, we suppressed the back surface reflection to 6% of the front surface reflected amplitude. This created a position error ϳ6 arcsec. The coating consisted of water-based black paint, which is mixed with sugar to increase n.
Calculated nonlinearities in the laser deflection angle due to refraction in the cylindrical lens and beamsplitter media were negligible.
Therefore, a substrate with a reflective front surface had ʈ⌬nʈ measured to 1.6 arcsec if all corrections were applied ͑including Sec. 6.5͒. For a transparent substrate with an absorptive black coating in the back surface, ʈ⌬nʈ was measured to ϳ3 arcsec.
Alignment
Inadequate alignment can introduce systematic errors in the sample scans. We aligned the relevant axes of the scanning apparatus and the sample by quantifying the tolerances and developing diagnostic measurements.
Here we describe the stage system alignment. We aligned the z scan axis parallel to the up-going laser beam, and we aligned that same laser beam collinear with the rotation axis. A penta prism deviated the upward laser beam by 90 degϮ10 arcsec onto the PSD. To align, we minimized the PSD position shift during z scans and scans using the prism in place of the beamsplitter. This aligned the vertical stage axis to ϳ3 arcmin. The axis wobble due to the wheel ͑Fig. 5͒ was ϳ2.3 arcmin.
We aligned the laser probe, which the beamsplitter redirected by 90 deg, by verifying the angle with a penta prism. To find the PSD (x,z) that corresponded to a surface perpendicular to the probe beam, we used a corner-cube prism to produce a retroreflected beam parallel to a few arcseconds and collinear to ϳ200 m. We found the laser probe vector to ϳ70 arcsec, useful for sample alignment.
A z scan, which measured HPD axial from Table 2 , required the least sample alignment. The sample's cylindrical axis must be parallel to the z stage axis. Misalignments in the sample's rotational DOF y and x ͑see Fig. 5͒ and features on the sample surface produced angular shifts in the reflected beam given by
͑14͒
where x and z are angular shifts around the x and ẑ axes, r is the radius of the piece, D is the distance from the PSD to the beamsplitter ͑see Fig. 2 in Jimenez-Garate et al. 22 ͒, z is the vertical distance from the rotation center, n is the perturbed normal vector with n ϭn 0 ϩ⌬n, ʈ⌬nʈϭʈn z ẑ ϩ⌬n ʈӶ1, and n 0 ϭcos ŷϩsin x. The probe vector equals Ϫn 0 . We derived these equations using analytical ray tracing and by parameterizing the cylinder surface normal vectors and transforming them with the standard rotation operators. Our goal was to measure the axial slope of the piece ⌬n z from z (z). By Eq. ͑13͒, minimizing x (z) aligned y , the dominant systematic in z (z). Since the systematics in z (z) were linear in z, they integrated into a parabolic surface. Thus, alignment limited the detection of simple bows to an angular size of տ͉ z (zϭ0)Ϫ z (z ϭL)͉/2, where L is the length of the sample.
For scans, the goal was to calculate HPD rop and HPD rip from Table 2 by measuring ⌬r() ϭ͐ r⌬n Ј dЈ. We calculated the angular shifts of the reflected beam as
where is the rotational scan angle measured from Ϫŷ , ⌬x is a translation error in the x direction, and ⌬y in ŷ ͑Fig. 5͒ defined so ⌬yϭ⌬xϭ0 when the sample's central cylindrical axis is collinear with the rotation axis. Equations ͑13͒, ͑14͒, ͑15͒, and ͑16͒ assume y Ӷ1, x Ӷ1, ⌬x Ӷr, and ⌬yӶr. We extracted ⌬n from x (). First, we minimized y and x by monitoring z () on a full-range scan (Ϫ/4рр/4). Second, we minimized x () by adjusting ⌬x and ⌬y and assumed the remainder was due to ⌬n .
Some information on ⌬r() was lost in the preceding procedure since we had no independent equations on ⌬x and ⌬y. We first aligned these DOF to ϳ1 mm by using a template marking the correct positions of the shells on the substrate platform. Translation stages did the fine alignment. Radial features with correlation lengths տr were hidden by ⌬x and ⌬y ͓Eq. ͑15͔͒.
In addition, the introduction of a cylindrical lens to recollimate the beam after reflection on the segmented cylindrical sample produced an angular magnification of 1/Q in the x direction with:
where r and D were defined in Eq. ͑14͒ and s is the distance from the cylindrical lens to the focal line of the cylindrical mirror sample. Note that in Jimenez-Garate et al., 22 the r ӶD assumption was made, which we drop here. Thus, the observed displacements on the PSD were
␦zϭ͑Dϩr͒ z Јϭ͑Dϩr͒ z .
͑19͒
Using the preceding equations, we found that a z scan to measure axial bows down to 15 arcsec required x Ј Շ6 arcmin, or y Շ13 arcmin, and x Շ1deg. To extract ⌬r() from x () measurements, we subtracted linear variations in . Thus, only higher order terms in affected ⌬r() ͓Eq. ͑15͔͒. Calculating the contribution to ⌬r() of those higher order misalignment terms and checking experimentally, we found that to measure HPD rop Շ30 arcsec, for HEFT optics we typically needed z Ј Շ20 arcmin,
Շ30 arcmin, ⌬xՇ0.5 mm, and ⌬yՇ1.5 mm. These tolerances were easily met with our setup.
External Calibration
We used a /4 flat and the concave surface of a Duran © glass cylinder shell to calibrate the scanning apparatus. A z scan of the flat enabled us to correct for vertical stage straightness errors of Շ0.5 arcmin. After calibration ϭ1.3 arcsec, meaning ʈ⌬n z ʈ to 1.6 arcsec can be measured for a reflective surface. We measured six different glass cylinders and different axes on the flat. The cylinders calibrated the wobble of the rotating assembly, the spot deformation due to the cylindrical lens and the roundness error measurements. The wobble made z ()Շ8.5 arcmin. For the cylinders, ⌬rՇ4 m, so we measured HPD rop Շ20 arcsec and HPD rip ϭ1 arcsec, with no attempt to correct for wobble. We found agreement between our axial figure measurements, mechanical and x-ray measurements.
Figure Results
To find the telescope resolution attainable with the optic substrates, we measured the large scale figure of several ERAF samples. Here we compare the figure results among our ERAFs and thermally formed glass. We show axial figure scans of a formed Al foil, a Duran © cylinder, an ERAF and thermally formed glass in Fig. 6 . A roundness scan of thermally formed glass is shown in Fig. 7 . Note HPD axial ϭ20 arcsec and HPD rop р30 arcsec for the glass piece, while HPD axial ϭ120 arcsec for the ERAF. Before replication, the Al foil quadrants typically have bows of 1 to 3 arcmin, with larger bows near the edges, and HPD axial ϳ1 to 3 arcmin. We measured two Duran © cylinder masters of different sizes and found bows of 0.7 to 2.4 arcmin with HPD axial ϳ0.3 to 0.8 arcmin. The error bars for each HPD axial measurement were Ϯ0.1 arcmin. Less accurate mechanical contact scans of one ERAF showed HPD axial ϭ1 arcmin, limited to measuring surface height variations with correlation lengths from 5 to 200 mm and a precision of 1.5 m. For comparison, the best ERAF optical scan measured HPD axial ϭ2.2 arcmin on a different piece. Our thermally formed glass, now under mass production, has better figure than ERAFs made with the unpolished Duran© cylinders. 4, 39, 43 The features producing the slope errors on the ERAF are Շ10 m, attributable to thickness variations in the epoxy.
Mounting and Assembly
The mounting method we use for these optics 39 corrects for small deviations from the ideal shape ͑i.e., a small amplitude bow͒ by constraining the optic, along its entire length, with spacers aligned with the optical axis. Each optics module begins with a central spindle. Graphite spacers, separated by approximately 12 deg, are epoxied to the spindle and then machined to a precision of 2 m. Optical elements ͑foils/glass͒ of the appropriate radius are then epoxied to these spacers. After epoxy cure another layer of spacers is added and machined to the proper shape. This procedure, which avoids stack-up error by referring each spacer set to the central spindle, is then repeated until the desired number of shells ͑72 for HEFT͒ is built up.
Discussion
We developed an X-ray optics fabrication technology suited for multilayer deposition, at a cost that is accessible to an average university group. The ERAFs produced satisfy all the requirements of the HEFT hard x-ray mirror substrate. We also developed an automated noncontact figure characterization system with a capability of measuring arcsecond deviations from cylindricity of a mirror surface normal. We fabricated 1 to 2-arcmin HPD axial ERAF optics, which required careful control of replication conditions but did not require vacuum processing. Control of the chemical purity of the epoxy, the epoxy temperature, epoxy application method and very low humidity were the most important requirements to produce an ERAF with excellent optical quality. Axial scans showed that the ERAF figure was ϳ1 arcmin larger than the glass master figure. The ERAF HPD axial was likely limited by epoxy thickness variations Շ10 m. To further improve ERAF figure, superpolished mandrels might be needed, while the separation technique, epoxy thickness, aluminum substrate figure and the pressing and settling technique during cure should be closely monitored.
The axial figure of thermally formed glass optics (HPD axial ϳ20 arcsec) also offers excellent performance among the thin ͑Ͻ300 m͒ substrates ͑all HPDs are calculated for two-bounce telescopes͒. However, the glass largescale figure errors require a mounting fixture that corrects them ͑Sec. 7͒.
The recently developed 40 ERSG has several disadvantages compared to thermally formed glass: 1͒ its rms microroughness is not better than glass 5, 41 ͑which has 3.5 Å͒; ͑2͒ the addition of a replication step increases cost with no throughput improvement; ͑3͒ the unpolished Duran © mandrels impose HPD axial Ͼ30 to 60 arcsec, so getting a smaller HPD than thermally formed glass required costly superpolishing to ϳ3 Å rms microroughness; and ͑4͒ a thick epoxy layer ͑ϳ50 m͒ may have enhanced, nonuniform shrinkage from larger thickness variations. Glass offers a few advantages over the Al in an ERAF: a smaller Poisson ratio, increased hardness, reduced thermal expansion coefficient (4.5ϫ10 Ϫ6 K Ϫ1 versus 25.5ϫ10 Ϫ6 K Ϫ1 ) and smaller ductility. For the Constellation-X HXT, the thermally formed glass offers the best performance with the least complexity and cost, but for the SXT none of these substrate technologies can be ruled out. For the SXT, the formed glass needs higher yields and a slight HPD improvement ͑mostly axial figure with large correlation lengths͒. Superpolished mandrels are required to make 15-arcsec HPD performance feasible 42 for the ERSG or ERAF, but it remains to be proven that epoxy shrinkage or other effects do not impede such performance ͑Sec. 3.2͒, especially since recent HPD results subtract parabolic axial bending. 40 The mandrel for the thermally formed glass does not require superpolishing since the microroughness is not transferred to the glass, only the larger-scale figure.
The optimum measure of performance of a particular substrate technology is a histogram of a larger, unbiased sample of measured HPD and . Nevertheless, we compared the hard x-ray optic substrates in Table 5 .
In an effort to reduce axial figure errors, we developed a novel mounting scheme that overconstrains the optic without sacrificing any more effective area than a spoke assembly. This opens up the possibility of high-resolution, highthroughput x-ray telescopes in the hard x-ray range using very thin optics in densely packed ͑տ1 mm Ϫ1 ͒ configurations.
Our laser scanning apparatus has quantified the HPD performance of a large number of unmounted optic quadrants and has preselected them for coating. Alignment, measurement and analysis of one piece in ϳ5 azimuthal angles takes ϳ15 mins. It can measure HPD axial to 9 to 17 arcsec ͑best for reflective samples͒, HPD rip to 1 arcsec, and HPD rop to 20 arcsec for cylindrical mirrors of rտ35 mm and LϽ300 mm. The scanner is suited for both HEFT and the Constellation-X HXT optics, for reflective or transparent substrates. Simplest fabrication, cheapest, lowest , low HPD, stiff, low thermal expansion, mass-produced Difficult to get both good short scale (ϳ1 mm) and long scale (ϳ10 mm) figure (unmounted)
Note ϭrms microroughness for zϽ15 m.
